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CSG is a hybrid appliance that combines local

storage, data protection functionality, and cloud

storage to form a collaborative package as a

cost-effective solution. CSG provides an efficient

solution for establishing compatibility between

different protocols used by cloud service

providers and enterprises. This gateway

translates different protocols to provide

seamless connectivity between a local system

and a cloud storage. CSG is necessary to ensure

that the data stored in a cloud storage

infrastructure follow a common protocol and are optimized according to established standards.

This gateway also facilitates the efficient management of network traffic and storage space

across a network. In Europe, there is an exponential increase in data and these important

historical data are playing a vital role in carrying out business decision. Therefore, organizations

consider in storing their data on cloud as it is a cost-effective solution.

The analysts forecast the CSG market in Europe to grow at a CAGR of 73.04% over the period

2015-2019. 

Covered in this report 

The report covers the present scenario and the growth prospects of the CSG market in Europe

for the period 2015-2019. The CSG market in Europe can be classified based on architectural

models and end-users. 
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The report, the CSG Market in Europe 2015-2019, has been prepared based on an in-depth

market analysis with inputs from industry experts. The report covers the landscape of the CSG

market in Europe and its growth prospects in the coming years. The report includes a discussion

of the key vendors operating in this market. 

Key vendors 

• Amazon Web Services 

• CTERA Networks 

• Emc 

• Emulex 

• Microsoft 

• NetApp 

Other prominent vendors 

• Seven10 

• Avere Systems 

Key drivers 

• Growing adoption of cloud-based services 

• For a full, detailed list, view our report

Key challenges 

• Growing data security concerns 

• For a full, detailed list, view our report 

Key trends 

• Data analytics 

• For a full, detailed list, view our report 

Key questions answered in this report 

• What will the market size be in 2019 and what will the growth rate be? 

• What are the key market trends? 

• What is driving this market? 

• What are the challenges to market growth? 

• Who are the key vendors in this market space? 

• What are the market opportunities and threats faced by the key vendors? 

• What are the strengths and weaknesses of the key vendors?
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